The effect of eccentricity and colour on negativity in pattern onset visual evoked potentials.
The effects of stimulus size, eccentricity and colour on the amplitudes of N100 and N130 were investigated in pattern onset VEPs. For black-and-white pattern stimulation, the first set of stimuli was derived from a full dartboard pattern. Central stimulation of various extents was produced by patterns with reduced number of outer rings and for eccentric stimuli a number of central rings were removed from the full pattern. It was found that amplitude of N100 was maximal in VEPs to central stimuli and that it was greatly reduced when eccentric stimulation was applied. The amplitude of N130 showed no significant change in relation to the type of stimulus. When checkerboard stimuli of identical configuration were used for black-and-white pattern stimulation instead of dartboards, systematic changes in peak latencies of N100 were observed in relation to check size. In VEPs to centrally presented small checks the emergence of an early negative peak preceding N100 was recorded at 75 msec. In VEPs to coarse checkerboards presented centrally N100 was often observed with a delayed peak latency of 110 msec. Changes in N130 were not regular when checkerboards with different check sizes were presented centrally. For eccentric checkerboard stimulation, both negative peaks N100 and N130 were revealed. Their peak latencies were similar to those observed in the case of dartboard paracentral stimulation. In VEPs to patterns projected through red or blue filters, regular changes were observed in both negative peaks. Introduction of the red filter led to enhancement of the N100 amplitude in VEPs to dartboard and to checkerboards with fine checks, but it caused no effect on N100 in the VEPs to coarse checkerboards. Introduction of the blue filter led to a decrease in the N100 amplitude in VEPs to dartboard and fine checkerboards and to a slight increase of N100 in VEPs to coarse checkerboards. Changes in N130 were observed only when the blue filter was introduced and they corresponded to those which take place when the level of illumination changes from photopic to mesopic.